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                                 About Us

                            
    
                                
                                    We are a company offering various security services. Our employees are highly professional with various distinctive skills and perspectives. We are united through our common goal, which is to safeguard our clients’ property and people. You can join our team if you possess our values that include Vigilance, Integrity, and Helpfulness.
Our Mission
Here at Montreal Security Services, our missio
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              Our Services

              The best security services
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                Mobile Guarding

                
                    Montreal Security Services is positioned uniquely to provide you with the best security services whenever you need them. We offer the follow                
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                Remote Guarding

                
                    Our company has embraced modern technology to improve security services. We provide security services assortment through our highly trained                 
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                On-site Guarding Services

                
                    Thanks to our state-of-the-art technology, we provide the right On-site Guarding services you need for your business with the efficiency and                

            

        

                      
    





    
    
        
            
              
                   
                    
                         Solutions 

                    
                        Montreal Security Services offers integrated guarding solutions for all your security needs. Whether you own a school, construction site, mall, or retail store, we have you covered. 
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                                Top Security Course Montreal to Launch Your Career as a Security Guard

                               
                                
Security is a growing field, and Montreal has no shortage of opportunities. From security guards to private security or agents, as they are often called, the list is endless.

So, if you have a knack for the job and would love to take your security tasks further than installing baby monitors in your home, you’ve got nothing to worry about.

Regardless of the security job you are willing to take, the first step is getting the proper training and certification. The good news is there are several highly-rated security guard course Montreal to help launch your …
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                                How to Remain Calm and Work Under Pressure as a Security Guard

                               
                                
Being a security guard takes a lot of training, dedication, and patience. However, there are times when you might be under a lot of pressure from work and feel a strong urge to break down.

These are some of the ways to keep calm under pressure if you’re a security guard:

Take a Deep Breath and Visualize

Visualization is an excellent way of putting the mind and body at ease. It helps clear your mind of distracting thoughts and allows you to focus quickly. Visualizing helps give you an insight into what to expect and plan your course of action. Tap into the power of your imagination, and you’d discover that you’…
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                                Top Six Tips to Ensure Your Children’s Webcam Is Secure from Hackers

                               
                                
This age has witnessed unprecedented technological innovations that were regarded as impossible some decades back. But these innovations come with risks and problems as well. In this article, we will be talking about how to protect your children’s cameras from viruses, spies, and hackers. Due to the digitization of the education sector and virtual learning, even kids use a webcam for virtual classes.

There’s a need for parents and guardians to secure their kids’ webcams from online predators and hackers. Statistics from …
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                                Smart E-Cigarettes and Their Security Risks

                               
                                
These days, almost every household item uses electronic connections, ranging from smartphones and fridges to television sets and radios. Bargain E-Juice says that smoking cigarettes has also been upgraded to become technologically advanced, and the trend began in the early 2000s.

This is referred to as vaping. This new smoking method has started many discussions on its effects on one’s health. This is because it has been proven it causes heart diseases and cancer.

Smart e-cigarettes have also been known to explode and cause fires when they are connected to a charger. On the …
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